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100% of respondents would recommend this to a friend.
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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Kensington Presenter Expert Red Laser with Cursor K72425AM,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Wireless/Laser Presenters Kensington.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Kensington Presenter Expert Red Laser with Cursor K72425AM

        The user manual for the Kensington Presenter Expert Red Laser with Cursor K72425AM provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product A/V Presentation  -  Whiteboards, Easels & Displays  -  Wireless/Laser Presenters.
        


        The black Kensington Presenter Expert Red Laser with Cursor Control is a presenter featuring a wireless range of up to 150'. The presenter has a red laser pointer, and you can easily switch between presenter mode and cursor control mode for versatility. Backlit buttons make it easy to navigate even in low lighting. Battery management features include an on/off switch and low battery indicator. The presenter is also portable, as it features a storable USB receiver and includes a carry pouch.        
      
	        
        If you own a Kensington wireless/laser presenters and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Kensington Presenter Expert Red Laser with Cursor K72425AM in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Kensington Presenter Expert Red Laser with Cursor K72425AM:
 	 Interface 	 USB receiver
 2.4 GHz 
	 Wireless Range 	 150' (50 m) 
	 Compatibility 	 Windows Vista, 7, 8, Mac OS 
	 Dimensions 	 Not specified by manufacturer 
	 Weight 	 Not specified by manufacturer 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 0.4 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 7.0 x 5.4 x 2.0" 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the Kensington Presenter Expert Red Laser with Cursor K72425AM can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new wireless/laser presenters, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Kensington users keep a unique electronic library
        for Kensington wireless/laser presenterss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Kensington Presenter Expert Red Laser with Cursor K72425AM.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Kensington Presenter Expert Red Laser with Cursor K72425AM, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the wireless/laser presenters.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Kensington service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Kensington Presenter Expert Red Laser with Cursor K72425AM. User manuals are also
        available on the Kensington website under A/V Presentation  -  Whiteboards, Easels & Displays  -  Wireless/Laser Presenters.
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      Question and answer discussion forum concerning user instructions and resolving problems with the Kensington Presenter Expert Red Laser with Cursor K72425AM

Post new comment to Kensington Presenter Expert Red Laser with Cursor K72425AM

	Subject: Inconsistent Slide Advancement
	Date: 11.01.2023 14:07:14	Author: David
	I just got a new K72425AM presenter and laser pointer, and when I stand at the front of my classroom (my computer is in the back of the classroom, about 25 feet away, pressing the Forward and Back buttons to advance slides in my presentations is extremely undependable. Often, I press the Forward button, and nothing happens. Then sometimes up to 5 to 10 seconds later, the slide finally advances - sometimes even multiple slides. The same thing happens when I push the Back button. I have tried plugging the receiver into several different USB ports with not improvement. Could there be anything that could cause radio interference? When I stand right in front of my computer near the receiver, it works fine; but when I move to the front of the room, the problem returns. I have two desktop speakers and a large monitor near the USB ports, and there are usually 15-20 students using wifi on their Chromebooks at the same time. Could these things possibly be the problem? My school district has given me several of these same model presenters to try, and they all have the same problem. I have had presenters in the past that worked fine. This is an extremely frustrating problem for both my students and for me and it disrupts my learning environment every single day. Please, please help me solve this problem!
	Reply
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Manual PDF - Global Truss ST-180 Extra Heavy-Duty Crank Stand ST-180
Posted by: Ryan Edwards
2024-04-11 01:11:58

Hi, I'm seeking the User manual for the Global Truss ST-180 Extra Heavy-Duty Crank Stand ST-180...
Manual - Shure BLX4 Single-Channel Wireless Receiver BLX4-H9
Posted by: Rodolfo Gonzalez
2024-04-11 01:11:47

SHURE BLX4 Manual...
Manual  - Firefield Nightfall 5x50 Digital Night Vision Monocular FF18063
Posted by: Beau
2024-04-08 23:00:58

I need the manual for the fire field nightfall 4x50
FF24063...
manual  - MXR  M117R Flanger Pedal M117R
Posted by: marcelo 
2024-04-08 02:47:00

necesito checar manual de usuario...
manual pittsburg filter - Pittsburgh Filter - Classic Multi-Mode Analog Filter - PMS2007
Posted by: stefano
2024-04-05 21:01:18

i need manual...
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